
A FAST MULTILEVEL ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS �C. T. KELLEYyAbstract. We show how the discretization of integral equations by composite Gauss rules canbe related to approximations of integral operators that converge in the operator norm, rather thanstrongly. From this norm convergent formulation a two level approximate inverse can be constructedwhose evaluation requires no �ne mesh evaluations of the integral operator. The resulting multilevelalgorithm, therefore, is roughly half as costly as the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration. The algorithm isapplicable to both linear and nonlinear equations.Key words. Integral equations, multilevel methods, Atkinson-Brakhage iteration, compositeGauss ruleAMS(MOS) subject classi�cations. 45G10, 65F10, 65J15,1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show how the discretizationof integral equations by composite Gauss rules can be related to approximations ofintegral operators that converge in the operator norm, rather than strongly. Fromthis norm convergent formulation a two level approximate inverse can be constructedwhose evaluation requires no �ne mesh evaluations of the integral operator. Theresulting multilevel algorithm, therefore, is roughly half as costly as the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration. The algorithm is applicable to both linear and nonlinear equa-tions.We begin by reviewing the Atkinson-Brakhage [2], [5] algorithm for integral equa-tions. The important ideas are completely illustrated by consideration of the linearequation on C[0; 1],u(x) = (Ku)(x) + g(x) = Z 10 k(x; y)u(y) dy + g(x):(1.1)In (1.1) k and g are given continuous functions and u 2 C[0; 1] is to be found. Weassume throughout this paper that the linear integral operator given in (1.1) is suchthat I � K is a nonsingular map on C[0; 1]. Continuity of k and the Fredholmalternative theorem imply that I � K is also a nonsingular map on Lp[0; 1] for allp 2 [1;1]. Throughout this paper we will let L(X) denote the space of boundedoperators on a Banach space X endowed with the usual operator norm.The Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm begins with a sequence of quadrature rules,indexed by m, with nodal points fxmj gNmj=1 and weights fwmj gNmj=1. Iflimm!1 NmXj=1 f(xmj )wmj = Z 10 f(x) dx(1.2)then the sequence of operators fKmg � L(C[0; 1]) de�ned byKm(u)(x) = NmXj=1 k(x; xmj )u(xmj )wmj(1.3)� This document was printed on April 17, 1994.y North Carolina State University, Center for Research in Scienti�cComputationand Departmentof Mathematics, Box 8205, Raleigh, N. C. 27695-8205, USA. This researchwas supported by NationalScience Foundationgrant #DMS-9024622 and Air Force O�ce of Scienti�cResearch grant #AFOSR-FQ8671-9101094. Computing was paritally supported by an allocation of time from the NorthCarolina Supercomputing Center. 1



2 C. T. KELLEYis collectively compact [1] and converges strongly to the operator K.Equations of the form (I �Km)u = f(1.4)for f 2 C[0; 1] can be solved by �rst solving the �nite dimensional systemu(xmi )� NmXj=1 k(xmi ; xmj )u(xmj )wmj = f(xmi )(1.5)for the values of the solution at the nodal points and then recovering the values of uat an arbitrary x 2 [0; 1] by Nystr�om interpolationu(x) = f(x) + NmXj=1 k(x; xmj )u(xmj )wmj :(1.6)There are several important consequences of the collective compactness and strongconvergence of Km to K. First of all, there is l0 such that if m � l0 then then I�Kmis nonsingular and (I �Km)�1 s! (I �K)�1:(1.7)Equation (1.7) implies, of course, that the solutions of (1.4) converge uniformly to thesolution of (1.1).Another consequence of collective compactness and strong convergence is thatthat for any � > 0 there is l0 such that if L � l � l0 the operatorBLl = I + (I �Kl)�1KL(1.8)satis�es kI �BLl (I �KL)k � �:(1.9)(1.9) is the central estimate in the Atkinson-Brakhage two level method. This methodwas proposed in [2] and [5] as a method to solveu�KLu = gfor a given level L by using BLl as a preconditioner for a Richardson iteration. Thetwo level iteration, described in terms of the transition from a current iterate uc to anew iterate u+, is u+ = uc � BLl (uc �KLuc � g):(1.10)L is usually called the �ne mesh or �ne level and l the coarse mesh or level.One might think that (I � Kl)�1 alone would make an e�ective approximateinverse. However the convergence in (1.7) is only strong and not in the operatornorm. The e�ect of this is that convergence of the iteration with (I �Kl)�1 as theapproximate inverse is two-step q-linear [2] and therefore no more e�cient than theiteration based on (1.8). The iteration based on (1.8) has a more predictible andregular behavior, being one step q-linearly convergent. The algorithm proposed here



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 3may be thought of as replacement of (I �Kl)�1 by a norm convergent sequence thatis no more expensive to evaluate than (I �Kl)�1.From (1.10) it is clear that two evaluations of KL are required for a singleAtkinson-Brakhage iteration. First KLuc is computed to form the linear residualrc = g � (I �KL)ucThe second evaluation is for the computation of BLl rcBLl rc = rc + (I �Kl)�1KLrc:The approach suggested here eliminates this second evaluation of KL.Various extensions of the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration have been proposed re-cently. [18] advocates a nested iteration strategy in which the �ne mesh L is re�nedas the iteration progresses. One may also use piecewise linear interpolation to movefrom the coarse to the �ne mesh in the evaluation of BLl , rather than the Nystr�ominterpolation that is implicit in (1.8). The Atkinson-Brakhage method can also beapplied to linear and nonlinear compact �xed point problems in which the �xed pointmap is not given explicitly or with full accuracy [21], is not smooth [12], [20], [19], or(in a nonlinear setting) is singular at the solution [18]. In all of this previous work,strong convergence and collective compactness was central to proving that some formof the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration could be applied and in all cases the cost of asingle iterate was two �ne mesh evaluations of KL. Second-kind multigrid methods[11] are known to have similar computational costs [3].In a recent paper, [15], on application of the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration tothe source iteration map for the linear transport equation, we used the fact thatcertain discretizations could be formulated either as collectively compact and stronglyconvergent sequences of maps [22] or as a norm convergent sequences [25]. In [15] weuse show that the di�erence in the two viewpoints is, from the algorithmic point ofview, equivalent to a change in the �ne to coarse mesh intergrid transfer from a pointevaluation to an average. This enables us to avoid the second evaluation of the �nemesh evaluation of the action of the linear source iteration map.In this paper we show how the observation in [15] that this second evaluation ofKL can be avoided extends to integral equations if the coarse and �ne mesh quadraturerules are composite Gauss rules in which the �ne mesh intervals are nested within thecoarse mesh intervals. There is no requirement that the coarse and �ne mesh rules bebased on the same order of Gaussian quadrature.2. Description and Analysis of the Algorithm. We assume the quadraturerule at levelm is a composite Gauss rule with qm subintervals fImr gqmr=1 with pm+1 � 1points used in each interval. Hence Nm = qm(pm + 1). Now consider the sequence ofoperators fKmg de�ned byKmu(x) = Z 10 km(x; y)u(y) dy(2.1)where km is the piecewise polynomial on [0; 1]� [0; 1] de�ned for x 2 Int(Imr ) andy 2 Int(Ims ) by km(x; y) = Xxmi 2Imr ;xmj 2Ims k(xmi ; xmj )lri (x)lsj (y):(2.2)



4 C. T. KELLEYIn (2.2), lri is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial on Imr of degree pm. For x 2 Imrlri (x) = Yj 6=i;xmj 2Imr x� xmjxmi � xmj :Here Int(S) denotes the interior of a set S. The kernels km are discontinuous andwe de�ne them at the endpoints of the intervals fImr gqmr=1 as the arithmetic means oftheir limiting values from the right and left. We use these kernels only as tools inthe analysis and do not construct them in the implementation. Km is a degeneratekernel operator. Such operators have been used as approximations for the purposes ofsolution and error estimation for many years [4], [10], where the kernels are typicallyconstructed using orthonormal bases or operator product formulae for k. In thispaper, the operator Km has been constructed as a preconditioner, which is a quitedi�erent purpose.We will require the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of elementaryfacts on polynomial interpolation [14].Lemma 2.1. If k is continuous and the sequence of composite Gauss rules is suchthat (1.2) holds and there is P such that pm � P for all m, then km ! k uniformly.In that case Km !K in the operator norm.A consequence of Lemma 2.1 is that if I � K is nonsingular, so is I � Kl forl su�ciently large. Moreover, (I � Kl)�1 is a good approximate inverse of I � K.We show that the action of (I � Kl)�1 on a function can be evaluated in a moree�cient way than that the Atkinson-Brakhage preconditioner (1.8). To do this weseek solutions in L1[0; 1], rather than C[0; 1]. Continuous solutions may be recoveredto full accuracy with a Nystr�om interpolation if needed.2.1. Basic Algorithm. Let V m be the subspace of L1 consisting of piecewisepolynomials having degree pm+ 1 on each of the m subintervals Imr . We assume thatthe intervals are nested and the degrees are related in such a way that V m � V n ifm � n.We can now propose the initial two level form of the iteration. We seek to �ndan approximate solution uL 2 V L of (I � KL)u = f and employ the iterationuL+ = uLc � (I �Kl)�1(uLc � KLuLc � g):(2.3)This is simply Richardson iteration using (I � Kl)�1 as an approximate inverse forI �KL. Since KLu = KLu for all u 2 V L(2.4)we may rewrite (2.3) asuL+ = uLc � (I �Kl)�1(uLc �KLuLc � g);(2.5)which is identical to (1.10) except that BLl is replaced by (I�Kl)�1. This means thatthe additional computation of the action of KL that was required in the computationof the action of BLl is not needed in the iteration given by (2.5).The multilevel form of the algorithm re�nes the �ne mesh as the iteration pro-gresses. If the spaces V m are nested, as we have assumed, then we may computeuL+1 2 V L+1 from uL 2 V L � V L+1 byuL+1 = uL � (I �Kl)�1(uL �KL+1uL � g):(2.6)



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 5Note that the computation of uL+1 requires only a single evaluation of the action ofKL+1, namely the computation of KL+1uL in the right hand side of (2.6). The mainconvergence result in this paper isTheorem 2.2. Assume that k is continuous, that I �K is nonsingular, and thatthe sequence of composite Gauss rules is such that (1.2) holds, pm � P for some P ,and that V m � V m+1. Then for l su�ciently large and ul 2 V l the iteration given by(2.6) converges uniformly to u� = (I �K)�1g.Proof. Lemma 2.1 implies that there are l and M such that if L � l then I �KLis nonsingular and k(I � KL)�1kL(L1) �M:We de�ne�Ll = kI � (I �Kl)�1(I � KL)kL(L1) and �L = k(I �KL)u� � gk1:(2.7)Our assumptions imply thatliml!1;L�l �Ll = 0 and limL!1 �L = 0:(2.8)Let eL = uL � u�. Using (2.5) and the fact that uL 2 V L implies that KLuL =KLuL, we obtaineL+1 = eL � (I � Kl)�1((I �KL+1)eL + (I �KL)u� � g):Hence keL+1k1 � �L+1l keLk1 +M�L:(2.9)This completes the proof if we require l to be large enough so that �Ll < 1=2 for allL � l.Suppose that we seek to maintain accuracy to truncation error as the iterationprogresses. By this we mean that keLk1 �M�L(2.10)for all L. While it is impossible to verify (2.10), one can testkuL � KLuL � gk1 �M�L;(2.11)provided an estimate can be found for �L. (2.11) implies (2.10) with a di�erent choiceof M . If there is � such that limL!1 �L+1=�L ! �then a way to maintain (2.11) is to approximate �L+1 by �kuL � KL+1uL � gk1.Hence, a useful strategy would be to set NL+1 = NL (i. e. do not re�ne the mesh)until the residual had been reduced by a factor of � over the last time the mesh hadbeen re�ned. In principle several iterations could be required for this criterion tohold. However, (2.9) implies that if l is su�ciently large only a single iteration willbe needed to reduce the residual by a factor of �.



6 C. T. KELLEY2.2. Implementation. In this subsection we indicate how the iteration givenby (2.6) can be implemented e�ciently. We show how �lrL can be computed andgive an example using a composite midpoint rule as the coarse mesh rule. We alsodiscuss the computational costs of the iteration and compare these costs in detail tothose of the Atkinson-Brakhage iteration.Let Pm be the projection from C[0; 1] onto V m de�ned by piecewise polynomialinterpolation. Let �m be the orthogonal projection, relative to the inner product ofL2[0; 1], onto V m. This projection is also a projection in C[0; 1] in the Banach spacesense, but is not a norm one projection.We begin the iteration by solvingul � Klul = geither exactly or approximately. We defer our discussion of how equations of theform (I � Kl)w = f are solved until later in this subsection. Given uL we must �rstcompute rL = uL �KL+1uL � g:(2.12)It is su�cient to compute rL at the nodal points of the quadrature rules with indices land L+1. This requires addition of vectors of length NL+1 and Nl and the evaluationof uL and the action of KL+1 on uL 2 V L at the nodal points of the quadrature ruleswith indices l and L + 1. As one can see from the de�nition of KL, the cost of theseevaluations is O(NL+1NL) oating point operations.Next we solve w �Klw = rL:(2.13)Since Km = Km�m = PmKm�mfor all m. We may solve (2.13) by �rst computing �lw by solving�lw � Kl�lw = �lrL(2.14)and then recovering w by the Nystr�om interpolationw = rL +Kl�lw:(2.15)Finally we compute uL+1 = uL � w. The Nystr�om interpolation in (2.15) has a costof O(NlNL+1) oating point operations which can be neglected when compared tothe cost of the computation of rL.The remaining issue is the solution of (2.14). Note that the action of Pil onrL 2 vL requires integration of polynomials of degree plpL on each subinterval ILr .These integrals can be computed exactly using the quadrature rule at level L andhence need only values of rL at the nodal points of the quadrature rule. For example,if l = 0 corresponds to a composite midpoint rule and v 2 V L then(�lv)(x) =Pqli=1 �i(x) RIli v(x) dx=Pqli=1 �i(x)PxLj 2ILi v(xLj )wLj :(2.16)



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 7In (2.16), �li denotes the characteristic function of the interval I li . Note that thecost of the computation of the action of �l on rL is O(NL) oating point operations,which can also be neglected when compared to the cost of the computation of rL.This �ne-to-coarse intergrid transfer by averaging is the key distinction between ourapproach and the classical one, where the �ne-to-coarse intergrid transfer is by pointevaluation.The solution of (2.14) can be reduced to the solution of a �nite dimensional systemfor the values of �lw at the nodal points of the quadrature rule at level l.u(xli) � NlXj=1 k(xli; xlj)u(xlj)wlj = (�lrL)(xli);(2.17)The action of �l on a function f can be computed by (2.16) if f 2 V L or approximatedby �lPLf if f 62 V L. In our implementation we compute �lrL by applying (2.16) tocompute �l(uL�KL+1uL) and approximating �lg by �LPLg. This approximation isaccurate to within truncation error as the accuracy of PLg as an approximation of gpartially determines the accuracy of (I�KL)�1g as an approximation to the solution.This is very similar to the system to the solved for the Atkinson-Brakhage iter-ation, the di�erence between them being only in the right hand sides. In fact, (1.5)with m = l can be written asu(xli) � NlXj=1 k(xli; xlj)u(xlj)wlj = (Plf)(xli)(2.18)since (Plf)(xli) = f(xli).The direct solution of (2.17) would incur one time cost O(N3l ) oating pointoperations for a matrix factorization and a cost of O(N2l ) for each subsequent solve.For large problems, such as those considered in [15] and [19], this cost may not benegligible when compared to the O(NL+1NL) cost for the evaluation of rL. Moreoverit may not be possible to store a matrix representation of Kl. For these reasons weprefer an iterative method such as GMRES [26] which can give a su�ciently accuratesolution at a cost of O(N2l ) oating point operations for each solve. This clearly canbe neglected when compared to the cost of the computation of rL.The Atkinson-Brakhage approach requires the same computational e�ort that werequire and an additional evaluation of the action of KL+1 on a vector. If we let Cnmbe the cost in oating point operations of the application of Km (or Km) to a functionin V n, our approach is dominated by the CLL+1 cost of the computation of rL. TheAtkinson-Brakhage iteration incurs the same cost and must also computeKL+1rLin order to compute the action of BL+1l on rL. This adds a cost of CL+1L+1 oatingpoint operations. Hence our approach reduces the cost for each iterate by at leasta factor of two. If the cost of an evaluation of the action of KL on a function isO(N2L), Nm = 2Nm�1 for all m, and the coarse mesh is �ne enough so that only oneiterate is needed at each mesh level, then the total cost of an iteration based on thealgorithm proposed here is roughly 4/3 that of a KL evaluation at the �nest mesh.This analysis is also valid for nonlinear problems. Contrast this with the estimates,also valid for nonlinear problems, of 8/3 for the Atkinson-Brakhage approach and 7/3for the multigrid method of the second kind from [11].



8 C. T. KELLEYFinally we remark that if we use (I�Kl)�1 as an approximate inverse, a possibilitythat was investigated in [2], we would use pointwise evaluation (based on Pl and (2.18))as the �ne-to-coarse intergrid transfer. This leads to two step linear convergence forl su�ciently large and is no more e�cient than the Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm asdescribed in x 1. However, use of (I � Kl) as an approximate inverse will give onestep linear convergence for su�ciently large l by Lemma 2.1. The �nite dimensionalequation to be solved is exactly the same as for (I � Kl)�1 but the �ne-to-coarseintergrid transfer is an averaging (based on �l and (2.17)).2.3. Modi�cations. In this subsection we show how modi�cations that havebeen used successfully in the context of the Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm [12], [21],[19], [15], can also be used with the present algorithm.We begin by considering (2.12). Often it is desirable to replace uL in (2.12)by a more accurate interpolation, an interpolation that enforces continuity, or a lessexpensive interpolation into the �ner mesh. Nystr�om interpolation as a coarse-to-�neintergrid transfer for solution information is an example of this. If we denote by IL+1Lan prolongation operator for solution information and replace (2.12) by~rL = IL+1L uL �KL+1IL+1L uL � g(2.19)convergence will not be a�ected if there are CI and �L ! 0 such that for all L andu 2 V L kIL+1L u� u�k1 � CI(ku� u�k+ �L)(2.20)For example, our assumptions imply that (2.20) is satis�ed by Nystr�om interpolation,IL+1L u = g + KLu;with �L = �L, where �L is given by (2.7).In many cases, such as the very large problems considered in [15], there is nosu�cient storage to solve even the coarse mesh problems by a direct method. In thatevent we replace the the computation of �lw from (2.14) by any ~w 2 V l that satis�esk ~w � Kl ~w � �l~rLkL2 � �Ll k�l~rLkL2 ;(2.21)which is a typical termination criterion for Krylov methods such as GMRES [26]. If�Ll remains bounded away from zero then the norm convergence of Kl implies that(2.21) will be satis�ed after a number of GMRES iterations that is independent ofL [24] and therefore the cost of the approximate solution of (2.14) is O(N2l ) oatingpoint operations. The L2 norms may be computed exactly in terms of the quadratureweights and nodes at level l. (2.21) implies that ~w is an L2-norm accurate approxima-tion to �lw and can be used in (2.15) to obtain an L1-norm accurate approximationto w.As was pointed out in [18], the Nystr�om interpolation implicit in (2.15) may bereplaced by any interpolation that converges strongly to the identity. This may benecessary in cases, such as those considered in [15] for which an explicit representationof the kernel of the integral operator is not available, or convenient for enforcement ofcontinuity. In [15] we used a piecewise linear interpolation Qm which we now de�ne.For a given m we set xj = xmj , N = Nm, and order the quadrature nodes asx1 < x2 < . . . < xN :



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 9For a given m, x 2 [0; 1], and j = 1; . . . ; N � 1,de�nehj = xj+1 � xj and lj(x) = (x� xj);If u 2 C[0; 1] we de�ne Qmu to be the piecewise linear function given byQmu(x) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: u(x1); 0 � x � x1;(�lj+1(x)u(xj) + lj(x)u(xj+1))=hmj ; xj � x � xj+1;j = 1; . . . ; N � 1;u(xN ); xN � x � 1:(2.22)The iteration that incorporates these changes is given by~rL = IL+1L uL �KL+1IL+1L uL � gFind ~w 2 V L such that k ~w �Kl ~w ��l~rLkL2 � �Ll k�l~rLkL2uL+1 = uL � ~rL + QlKl ~w:(2.23)Ql may be replaced by any map such that QlKl ! K.We summarize these observations as a corollary of Theorem 2.2.Corollary 2.3. Assume that k is continuous, that I � K is nonsingular, andthat the sequence of composite Gauss rules is such that (1.2) holds, pm � P for someP , and that V m � V m+1. Let Qm be any map such that QmKm ! K in L(L1). LetIL+1L satisfy (2.20). Then for l su�ciently large and � su�ciently small, the iterationgiven by (2.23) converges uniformly to u� = (I �K)�1g.2.4. Nonlinear Problems. We can apply the ideas in this section to nonlinearintegral equations of the formu(x) = T (u)(x) = ��x;	(u)(x)�;(2.24)where 	 is a nonlinear integral operator of the form	(u)(x) = Z 10  (x; y; u(y)) dy:We make the standard assumptions from nonlinear equations.Assumption 2.1. Here � is continuous and Lipschitz continuously di�erentiablein its second argument and  is continuous and Lipschitz continuously di�erentiablein its third argument. There is a solution u� 2 C[0; 1] to (2.24) and I � T 0(u�) isnonsingular.Note that the di�erentiability assumptions on � and  imply that T is Fr�echetdi�erentiable in L1 and C[0; 1].We approximate T at level m byTm(u)(x) = ��x;	m(u)(x)�where 	m(u)(x) = NmXj=1 (x; xmj ; u(xmj ))wmj :



10 C. T. KELLEYThe analog of the iteration (2.23), of which (2.6) is a special case, is an approxi-mate Newton iteration. Here the role of the kernels kl is played by partial derivativesof  . The Fr�echet derivative of Tm is de�ned for u; v 2 V m [C[0; 1] byT 0m(u)(v)(x) = �2�x;	m(u)(x)� NmXj=1 3(x; xmj ; u(xmj ))v(xmj )wmj :(2.25)Here �2 and  3 denote di�erentiation with respect to the second argument in � andthe third in  .For a �xed u 2 C[0; 1], fTm(u)g is a collectively compact strongly convergentsequence of operators and the classical Atkinson-Brakhage algorithm could be appliedto the linear equations for Newton steps. We now de�ne a norm convergent sequencefTm(u)g for u 2 C[0; 1][ V l. For u; v 2 C[0; 1][ V lTm(u)(v)(x) = Z 10  3;m(x; y;u)v(y) dywhere  3;m(x; y;u) is the piecewise polynomial on [0; 1]� [0; 1] de�ned for x 2 Int(Imr )and y 2 Int(Ims ) by 3;m(x; y;u) =Pxmi 2Imr ;xmj 2Ims �2(�xmi ;	m(u)(xmi )� 3(xmi ; xmj ; u(xmj ))lri (x)lsj (y):(2.26)The nonlinear analog of the iteration (2.23) is~rL = TL+1(IL+1L uL)Find ~w 2 V L such that k ~w � Tl(ul) ~w ��lrLkL2 � �Ll k�lrLkL2uL+1 = uL � ~rL + QlTl(ul) ~w:(2.27)Here we require that QmTm(u)! T 0(u) in norm uniformly in u for u su�ciently nearu�. We require that the (possibly nonlinear) intergrid transfers IL+1L satisfy (2.20).Nonlinear Nystr�om interpolation will do this.The convergence of the nonlinear algorithm is also a corollary of the proof ofTheorem 2.2 and known results on Newton-like methods [18], [8].Corollary 2.4. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. Assume that the sequence of compos-ite Gauss rules is such that (1.2) holds, pm � P for some P , and that V m � V m+1.Let Qm be any map such that QmTm(u)! T 0(u) in norm uniformly in u for u su�-ciently near u�. Let IL+1L satisfy (2.20). Then for l su�ciently large, ul su�cientlynear u�, and � su�ciently small, the iteration given by (2.27) converges uniformly tou�. The �nal algorithmic modi�cation that one can make in the nonlinear case is toreplace exact computation of �2 and  3 by di�erence operators. The e�ects of such achange are have been described in [21] in the setting of compact �xed point problemsand in [27] and [9] in the context of nonlinear equations. If the di�erencing is donecarefully, there is no observable change in the convergence rates if the nonlinearitiesare not too severe. The papers cited above o�er a complete analysis that carries overto the case here. In the nonlinear example in x 3 we computed the action of Tm(u)on a function with forward di�erences.



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 11Finally we remark that no changes are needed in the analysis or algorithms tosolve systems of integral equations, rather than single equations, over compact sets
 � RN rather than [0; 1].3. Numerical Results. In the computations in this section the quadrature ruleswere composite midpoint rules on [0; 1] with Nm = qm = 2m,xmi = (i � 1=2)=Nm; and wmi = 1=Nm:We report on two examples, one linear and the other nonlinear. All computationswere performed on a SUN SPARCstation 1+ running SUN OS 4.1 in SUN FORTRANversion 1.3.1.Coarse mesh linear equations were solved with GMRES using a modi�cation of theBrown-Hindmarsh GMRES code [6] with changes made in the inner product to allowthe approximate L2 inner product to be used instead of the RN inner product. Weterminated the GMRES iteration when the relative residual was below 10�2. Intergridtransfers of solution information (IL+1L ) were done by Nystr�om interpolation in allcases. We terminated the iteration on the coarse mesh l when the residual was below10�4. For subsequent iterates we terminated when the residual had been reduced bya factor of � = :25, the expected reduction from the accuracy of the quadrature rule.In all cases a single iterate was required at levels L > l.As the iteration progresses we tabulate, for L � l, the number of �ne meshpoints NL, the iteration counter i, the number of GMRES iterations required forthat iteration ig , the norm of the residual Ri, and, for i > 0, the ratio of successiveresiduals at the current mesh level.Our �rst computation is on the linear problemu(x)� 1�Z 10 u(y) dy1 + (x� y)2 = g(x)=�:(3.1)g was set so that the solution was u(x) = 1. We report on two computations, onewith � = 1, an easy problem, and the other with � = :01. The more di�cult problemrequired a �ner coarse mesh for convergence and the convergence from level to leveltook longer to settle down. However the performance of the approximate inverse wasstill good.For a nonlinear example we consider the Chandrasekhar H-equation [7]H(x) = �I � c2Z 10xH(y)x+ y dy��1 :(3.2)We computed derivatives by forward di�erences.The nonlinear equation has two solutions for 0 < c < 1, only one of whichhas physical meaning. That solution will naturally be found by a preconditionedRichardson iteration [16] which preserves analyticity in the parameter c. There is asimple fold singularity [23], [17], [13], and therefore a singular Fr�echet derivative atthe solution when c = 1. The solution has a logarithmic singularity at x = 0 andhence only �rst order accuracy is observed. We report on two computations, one forc = :5 and the other at c = :99 near the singularity.



12 C. T. KELLEYTable 3.1Linear equation, � = 1.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�18 0 0.18D+001 2 0.45D-03 0.25D-022 1 0.13D-05 0.29D-0216 0 0.63D-031 2 0.64D-04 0.10D+0032 0 0.15D-031 2 0.23D-04 0.15D+0064 0 0.38D-041 2 0.68D-05 0.18D+00128 0 0.95D-051 2 0.18D-05 0.19D+00256 0 0.24D-051 2 0.47D-06 0.20D+00512 0 0.60D-061 2 0.12D-06 0.20D+001024 0 0.15D-061 2 0.30D-07 0.20D+00Table 3.2Linear equation, � = :01.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�116 0 0.92D+021 1 0.23D-01 0.25D-032 3 0.41D-04 0.18D-0232 0 0.14D-011 3 0.21D-02 0.15D+0064 0 0.25D-011 3 0.10D-02 0.41D-01128 0 0.14D-011 3 0.49D-03 0.36D-01256 0 0.71D-021 2 0.21D-03 0.29D-01512 0 0.30D-021 3 0.16D-03 0.53D-011024 0 0.18D-021 2 0.32D-04 0.18D-01



FAST ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 13Table 3.3H-equation, c = :5.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�18 0 0.10D+011 2 0.46D-01 0.46D-012 2 0.42D-04 0.91D-0316 0 0.15D-021 2 0.13D-04 0.85D-0232 0 0.74D-031 2 0.61D-05 0.82D-0264 0 0.36D-031 2 0.23D-05 0.62D-02128 0 0.18D-031 2 0.75D-06 0.42D-02256 0 0.90D-041 2 0.24D-06 0.26D-02512 0 0.45D-041 2 0.72D-07 0.16D-021024 0 0.23D-041 2 0.21D-07 0.94D-03Table 3.4H-equation, c = :99.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�18 0 0.10D+011 2 0.34D+00 0.34D+002 2 0.83D-01 0.25D+003 2 0.12D-01 0.14D+004 2 0.44D-03 0.37D-015 3 0.72D-06 0.16D-0216 0 0.31D-021 3 0.76D-04 0.24D-0132 0 0.15D-021 3 0.39D-04 0.26D-0164 0 0.73D-031 3 0.15D-04 0.21D-01128 0 0.36D-031 3 0.53D-05 0.15D-01256 0 0.18D-031 3 0.17D-05 0.97D-02512 0 0.90D-041 3 0.55D-06 0.62D-021024 0 0.45D-041 3 0.17D-06 0.38D-02
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